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In the standard structure formation scenario based on the cold dark matter paradigm, galactic halos are
predicted to contain a large population of dark matter subhalos. While the most massive members of the
subhalo population can appear as luminous satellites and be detected in optical surveys, establishing the
existence of the low mass and mostly dark subhalos has proven to be a daunting task. Galaxy-scale strong
gravitational lenses have been successfully used to study mass substructures lying close to lensed images of
bright background sources. However, in typical galaxy-scale lenses, the strong lensing region only covers a
small projected area of the lens’s dark matter halo, implying that the vast majority of subhalos cannot be
directly detected in lensing observations. In this paper, we point out that this large population of dark
satellites can collectively affect gravitational lensing observables, hence possibly allowing their statistical
detection. Focusing on the region of the galactic halo outside the strong lensing area, we compute from first
principles the statistical properties of perturbations to the gravitational time delay and position of lensed
images in the presence of a mass substructure population. We find that in the standard cosmological
scenario, the statistics of these lensing observables are well approximated by Gaussian distributions. The
formalism developed as part of this calculation is very general and can be applied to any halo geometry and
choice of subhalo mass function. Our results significantly reduce the computational cost of including a
large substructure population in lens models and enable the use of Bayesian inference techniques to detect
and characterize the distributed satellite population of distant lens galaxies.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.94.043505
I. INTRODUCTION
Dark matter forms the gravitational backbone of most of
the observed structures in the Universe, from the largest
galaxy clusters to the faintest dwarf galaxies. Despite this
ubiquity, the nature of dark matter remains a mystery. On
the one hand, the cold dark matter (CDM) paradigm has
been extremely successful at describing observations on
large cosmological scales such as the cosmic microwave
background [1], the clustering of galaxies [2], and cosmic
shear measurements [3]. On the other hand, this success
constitutes a mixed blessing since there is a vast array of
particle candidates that naturally fall under the CDM
umbrella on large cosmological scales. One possible
avenue to distinguish between this plethora of models is
to look on much smaller length scales where clues of the
particle nature of dark matter are more evident. For
instance, the initial free-streaming of warm dark matter
particle would damp the growth of structure on small scales
[4–11], while the fluctuation power spectrum of dark matter
that couples to relativistic species until late times would
display both acoustic oscillations and collisional damping
[12–17]. On the other hand, if these physical phenomena
are absent in the dark matter sector, standard structure
formation theory predicts that galaxies should harbor a very
large number of dark satellites [18,19]. The statistical
detection of these numerous dark subhalos would validate
a key prediction of standard CDM theory.
Strong gravitational lensing provides a way to probe the
distribution of dark matter on the smallest scales [20–86].
For instance, the observations of flux-ratio anomalies in
multiply imaged lensed quasars have been used to study of
abundance of mass substructures within the lens galaxy
[20,34,74,79,80,82,84–86]. More recently, direct gravita-
tional imaging [21,28,36,43,87] has enabled the detection
of massive substructures along magnified arcs and Einstein
rings. Similarly, resolved spectroscopy of strongly lensed
dusty star-forming galaxies has been proposed to study
mass substructures within the lens galaxy [24,88,89]. By
construction, these techniques are most sensitive to sub-
structures lying close to lensed images, that is, substruc-
tures that appear close in projection to the Einstein radius of
the lens. Since the typical Einstein radius of a galaxy-scale
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lens is a small fraction of its virial radius, only a small
number of mass substructures are on average projected
close to the region probed by strong lensing [31]. One
therefore naturally expects that an order unity number of
mass substructures could be detectable in each individual
lens. Meaningful constraints on mass substructure inside
lens galaxies can then be obtained by considering a sample
of galaxies as was recently done in Ref. [21].
While the vast majority of mass substructures in lens
galaxies cannot be directly detected in lensing observa-
tions, the collective effect of substructures far from lensed
images can nevertheless cause small perturbations to
lensing observables that can be statistically detected. For
instance, Ref. [50] studied how astrometric perturbations
could be used to probe mass substructures, while Ref. [30]
used both astrometric and magnification perturbations to
constrain the presence of dark clumps within the lens
HE0435-1223. In addition, time-delay fluctuations in
multiply imaged lensed quasars have been proposed [42]
as a tool to characterize broad properties of mass sub-
structures within lens galaxies. Certainly, the overall
population of mass substructures will perturb all lensing
observables in a coherent and correlated way.
In this manuscript, we develop a formalism to study
stochastic millilensing from a large population of unre-
solved mass substructures inside the halos of galaxies
acting as strong gravitational lenses. The aim of this
formalism is to compute the joint effect of mass substruc-
tures on all lensing observables (image positions, magni-
fications, time delays), taking into account all possible
correlations among those. Our work builds on the theory of
stochastic stellar microlensing [90–100] and generalizes
the results of Refs. [38,40,41]. We focus our analysis on
multiply imaged point sources (e.g. quasar lenses) since
these are the most relevant objects where gravitational time
delays can in principle be measured. As we discuss below,
time-delay measurements are crucial in probing the satel-
lites populating the outskirts of distant lens galaxies.
As in some of the stellar microlensing works, we use
Markov’s method (see, e.g., Ref. [101]) to compute from
first principles the probability distribution of lensing
potential and deflection perturbations in the presence of
a population of mass substructures inside the lens galaxy.
By performing an Edgeworth expansion [102], we show
that for a realistic structure formation scenario the prob-
ability distributions are nearly Gaussian. We also compute
the leading order deviations from pure Gaussianity. The
advantage of our analysis is that it allows one to determine
which physical quantities control the behavior of lensing
observables in the presence of mass substructures. This
dependence on physical parameters is often obscured in
studies relying purely on numerical simulations. By remov-
ing the need to perform such simulations, our approach has
the potential to significantly speed up the analysis of
substructures inside lens galaxies and provide a convenient
way to explore degeneracies between the macrolens and the
substructure population. Most importantly, it provides a
practical way to statistically detect dark satellites inside
lens galaxies, hence providing a key test of standard cold
dark matter theory.
In this paper, we focus on analyzing the effect of mass
substructures that are spatially located beyond a fewEinstein
radii. We leave the analysis of local mass substructures that
are spatially located close to lensed images to future work.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe
the challenge of statistically detecting a population of
unresolved mass substructures and explain our approach
to tackle this problem via the use of the characteristic
function. In Sec. III, we justify the division of the overall
substructure population into two subpopulations (distributed
and local), and we perform the actual calculation of the
characteristic function for a population of distributed sub-
structures.We show that in the cases of interest its behavior is
quasi-Gaussian, and we discuss in which situations non-
Gaussianities can become important. We also compare our
results to the output of Monte Carlo realizations. We then
show inSec. IVhowour approach canbeused tomarginalize
over the distributed substructure population. We discuss
which physical properties of the distributed substructure
population are most relevant to the lensing observables in
Sec. V, and we finally conclude in Sec. VI.
II. STOCHASTIC LENSING: GENERAL CASE
In this section, we present the general ideas behind our
approach to substructure lensing. After brief remarks about
our setup and notation, we introduce the challenges of lens
modeling in the presence of a stochastic population of mass
substructures. We then present the basic ideas behind our
analytical stochastic lensing framework and derive impor-
tant results regarding the joint distribution of gravitational
lensing observables. These results are used throughout the
rest of this paper.
A. Setup and notation
For definiteness, we consider a situation where a high-
redshift point-like source (such as a quasar) is multiply
imaged by a massive foreground galaxy whose properties
are described by a set of parameters qgal. For instance, qgal
could contain information about the lens Einstein radius,
the dark matter and stellar density profiles, their ellipticity,
etc. The characteristics of the main lens can also depend on
the fundamental properties of dark matter (denoted by the
parameters qDM) such as its free-streaming length (λfs), its
sound horizon (rDAO), its self-interaction cross section
(σSIDM), and its temperature of kinematic decoupling
(Tkd). In addition, the main lens galaxy lives in a local
environment characterized by parameters qenv which con-
tain information, for instance, about the external shear and
the properties of nearby luminous galaxies. We parametrize
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the line-of-sight structures (that is, exterior to the main lens
plane) between the source and the observer via an array
qlos. Of course, all of these different sets of parameters have
a dependence on the background cosmology, which we
denote as qcos ¼ fH0;Ωm;ΩΛ; As; nsg, where H0 is the
Hubble parameter, Ωm and ΩΛ are the energy densities in
matter and dark energy, respectively, in units of the critical
energy density of the Universe, As is the amplitude of the
primordial power spectrum of scalar fluctuations, and ns is
the scalar spectral index. Throughout this paper, we use the
numerical values for the cosmological parameters from the
Planck 2015 data release [103].
In addition to the spatially smooth component described
by qgal, the lens galaxy also contains mass substructures, the
most luminous of which can appear as satellites orbiting the
main lens. We collect the individual properties of these
substructures in an array csub, which could, for instance,
contain information about the position, virial mass, and
concentration of each substructure. Finally, we assume that
individual substructure properties are sampled from an
underlying probability distribution parametrized by an array
qsub which encodes information about the substructure mass
function, their spatial distribution within the lens, and their
mass-concentration relation, which has a strong dependence
on the parameters contained in qDM. We summarize our
notation in Table I and indicate the interdependency of these
different sets of parameters. Also, we refer the reader to
Tables II, III, and IV of Appendix E for details about the
notation used throughout this paper.
We reiterate that our goal is to use gravitational lenses to
constrain the substructure population parameters qsub and
then use this information to learn new insights about the
microphysics of dark matter encoded in qDM. Of course,
determining the impact of a given choice of qcos, qDM, and
qgal on the population parameters qsub is highly nontrivial
and requires detailed numerical simulations. This is a very
active area of research, and tremendous progress has been
made in the last decade [104–120]. In this work, we are
interested in developing a formal understanding of the
impact of a given choice of qsub on lensing observations.
We defer to future work the interpretation of given qsub
constraints in terms of dark matter microphysics.
B. Stochastic lensing by unresolved substructures:
Main challenge
In this subsection, we review the challenges of lens
modeling in the presence of unresolved mass substructures.
Let us imagine that we have a data vector d. In general, d
could include the position and surface brightness of the
multiple images of the source, the time delays between the
images, the velocity dispersion of the lens, and other data
about the lens environment (external shear and conver-
gence). Using these data, we would like to jointly constrain
the arrays of parameters q≡ fqgal;qenv;qlosg and csub.
Given a choice of these parameters, one can compute the
theory observables tðq; csubÞ (encompassing, for instance,
image magnifications and positions, as well as relative time
delay between lensed images) and use them to compute the
likelihood of measuring d, Lðdjq; csubÞ. The problem with
the above procedure is that a given dark matter theory does
not predict the positions and masses of individual subhalos
within the lens galaxy. The fundamental dark matter
physics rather makes predictions about the statistical
properties of subhalos (described here by qsub) such as
their mass distribution, their concentration, and their spatial
distribution within the lens. Therefore, the elements of
array csub are nuisance parameters that need to be inte-
grated out.
One could however sidestep this issue by directly speci-
fying the statistics of the substructure population via the set
of parameters qsub, without having to explicitly draw random
realizations csub. The immediate problem with this approach
is that the theory observables are no longer unambiguously
specified. Instead, for each choice of substructure population
parameters qsub, one obtains a probability density function
for the theory observables Pðtjq;qsubÞ. Formally, this
probability density can be written as
Pðtjq;qsubÞ ¼
Z
PsubðcsubjqsubÞδkDðt − tðq; csubÞÞdcsub;
ð1Þ
where PsubðcsubjqsubÞ is the probability of having a mass
substructure population specified by csub, given a choice
of population parameters qsub, and where δkD is the
TABLE I. Summary of our notation for the different sets of parameters relevant to our gravitational lensing analysis. The third column
indicates the relative dependency of the different sets of parameters, while the last column gives examples of the different types of
parameters. See main text for more details.
Parameters Description Dependency Example
qcos Cosmological parameters    H0;Ωm;ΩΛ; As; ns
qDM Dark matter parameters qcos λfs, rDAO, σSIDM, Tkd
qenv Lens environment parameters qcos External shear, positions, and mass of nearby galaxies
qgal Macrolens parameters qcos, qDM, qenv Lens Einstein radius, ellipticity, density profile
qlos Line-of-sight structure parameters qcos, qDM Nonlinear matter power spectrum parameters
qsub Substructure population parameters qcos, qDM, qgal Substructure mass function and their spatial distribution
csub Individual substructure parameters qsub Positions, masses, and concentrations of each subhalo
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k-dimensional Dirac delta function (k is the length of the t
vector). Once Pðtjq;qsubÞ is specified, the likelihood of the
data d now takes the form,
Lðdjq;qsubÞ ¼
Z
dtPðtjq;qsubÞLðdjtÞ; ð2Þ
where LðdjtÞ is the likelihood of the data given the theory
observables. Note that if we substitute Eq. (1) into Eq. (2),
we obtain
Lðdjq;qsubÞ ¼
Z
PsubðcsubjqsubÞLðdjq; csubÞdcsub; ð3Þ
which is just the standard marginalization over the sub-
structure population. Once Lðdjq;qsubÞ is known, it is
straightforward to construct the desired posterior distribution
Pðq;qsubjdÞ ∝ Lðdjq;qsubÞΠðq;qsubÞ, where Πðq;qsubÞ is
the prior probability distribution for q and qsub.
The above calculation of Pðq;qsubjdÞ hinges on the
accurate determination of the likelihood Lðdjq;qsubÞ,
either through Eq. (2), or directly through Eq. (3). Let
us for now focus on the latter approach which has been used
in various works on mass substructure inside gravitational
lenses [20,34,74,79,82,84–86]. If one could rapidly draw
a large number of substructure realizations csub from the
distribution PsubðcsubjqsubÞ and compute the theory observ-
ables tðq; csubÞ for each of those, one could then replace the
integral in Eq. (3) by a sum of all the realizations
Lðdjq;qsubÞ≃
X
csub∼PsubðqsubÞ
Lðd; tðq; csubÞÞ; ð4Þ
where the notation csub ∼ PsubðqsubÞ means that csub is
drawn from the distribution PsubðqsubÞ. This approach has
several drawbacks. First, it is difficult to assess how many
realizations are needed to properly estimate the likelihood.
A related issue is how to identify the substructure realiza-
tions that contribute most to the sum and make sure that
these realizations are included in it. Second, for dark matter
models that predict an abundance of subhalos, randomly
drawing a realization can be a numerically costly process
since thousands or millions of subhalos need to be included
in the lensing calculation. Most importantly, a purely
numerical approach obscures which key physical quantities
control the impact of substructures on lensing observables.
While this approach is viable if we are interested in
accurately knowing the likelihood for a few points in
parameter space, it is impractical if we are using a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo approach to estimate the final posterior
distribution of q and qsub. To remedy these problems, we
describe in the following section an approach that allows
efficient computation of stochastic lensing observables
while leaving the physics of substructure lensing
transparent.
C. Stochastic substructure lensing: Characteristic
function approach
We now turn our attention to an analytical approach to
the computation of lensing observables in the presence of a
population of unresolved mass substructures. The calcu-
lation presented here draws from the theory of stochastic
microlensing in the presence of a uniform star field
[90–100]. As a starting point, our technique takes full
advantage of two simplifying facts about the impact of
mass substructures on the lensing observables:
(i) For deflection, shear, convergence, and projected
gravitational potential, the overall impact of the
subhalo population is the sum of the contributions
from each mass substructure.
(ii) Each subhalo is independent of all other subhalos in
the lens.
The first assumption is always true and is a direct
consequence of the linearity of Poisson’s equation. The
second assumption is not strictly true since mass sub-
structures may be themselves clustered within galactic
halos. However, the relative importance of substructure
clustering will be diminished by projection effects since
lensing is only sensitive to the mass distribution integrated
along the line of sight. Moreover, tidal interactions between
subhalos and the tidal field of the host galaxy will tend to
erase correlations among substructures within a few
dynamical times [121]. Thus, to a good approximations,
we can use the above simplifying facts to make progress in
evaluating Pðtjq;qsubÞ. For the moment, let us focus on the
lensing quantities that receive purely additive corrections
from the substructures. These include the projected gravi-
tational potential ϕ, the deflections ~α ¼ ~∇ϕ, the conver-
gence κ ¼ ðϕxx þ ϕyyÞ=2, as well as the shears γc ¼ ðϕxx−
ϕyyÞ=2 and γs ¼ ϕxy. We denote these “linear” lensing
quantities1 by tL ¼ f…; fϕðjÞ; ~αðjÞ; κðjÞ; γðjÞc ; γðjÞs g;…g,
where the index j denotes that these quantities are
evaluated at the position of the jth image. Our goal is to
take advantage of the linearity to first compute
PðtLjq;qsubÞ and then reconstruct Pðtjq;qsubÞ using the
relation
Pðtjq;qsubÞ ¼
Z
dtLPðtLjq;qsubÞδDðt − tðtLÞÞ: ð5Þ
The linear quantities tL receives contribution from both the
smooth mass model and its environment (described by q)
and the mass substructures themselves
tLðq; csubÞ ¼ t¯LðqÞ þ
XN
i¼1
δtðiÞL ; ð6Þ
1Note that we use the nomenclature “quantities” and not
“observables” since ϕ, ~α, κ, γc, and γs are not directly observable.
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where t¯LðqÞ describes the contribution from the smooth
model and its environment, while δtðiÞL ≡ δtLðq; ciÞ is the
contribution from mass substructure i. Here, N is the total
number of subhalos within the lensing galaxy. Since
t¯LðqÞ is completely fixed by a given choice of q, the
inherent stochasticity of tL is entirely caused by the
random mass substructures inside the lens galaxy.
Defining ΔtL ≡PNi¼1 δtðiÞL , all relevant statistical informa-
tion about the mass substructures is contained in the
probability density function ΦNðΔtLjq;qsubÞ for the col-
lective effect ΔtL of N substructures on the linear lensing
quantities. Once ΦN is known, the probability density
PðtLjq;qsubÞ appearing in Eq. (5) is simply given by
PðtLjq;qsubÞ ¼ ΦNðtL − t¯LðqÞjq;qsubÞ: ð7Þ
Effectively, ΦNðΔtLjq;qsubÞ is an l-dimensional joint
probability distribution for l sums of N independent
random variables, where l refers to the number of
linear lensing quantities included in the analysis. Take
Φ1ðδtðiÞL jq;qsubÞ to be the joint probability distribution for
the linear lensing quantities in the presence of a single
substructure. For now, we assume that we know the
functional form of Φ1ðδtðiÞL jq;qsubÞ; its formal derivation
is given in the next subsection. Since the subhalos are
assumed to be independent of each other, ΦNðΔtLjq;qsubÞ
is given by the N-fold convolution of Φ1ðδtðiÞL jq;qsubÞ
[101]. We then take advantage of the convolution theorem
to write the characteristic function2 of ΦNðΔtLjq;qsubÞ in
terms of that of Φ1ðδtðiÞL jq;qsubÞ,
QNðkLjq;qsubÞ ¼ q1ðkLjq;qsubÞN; ð8Þ
where kL is the Fourier conjugate variable to ΔtL,
QNðkLjq;qsubÞ is the characteristic function of
ΦNðΔtLjq;qsubÞ, and q1ðkLjq;qsubÞ is the characteristic
function of Φ1ðδtðiÞL jq;qsubÞ.
Now, in a typical galactic dark matter halo, the number of
mass substructure N is large but unknown. Given a total
convergence in dark matter substructures and a subhalo
mass function, we can compute the average expected total
number of mass substructures hNi [see, e.g., Eq. (21)
below]. Since the evolution of mass substructures within
lens galaxies is determined by the complex interplay of
accretion, dynamical friction, tidal striping, baryonic feed-
back, and mergers, the actual number of subhalos will
typically differ from this average value. Detailed N-body
simulations [122] of massive galaxies show that the scatter
about the mean is consistent with that of a Poisson
distribution. Then, the resulting characteristic function
for the whole substructure population is a sum over all
possible values of N, weighted by their Poisson probability
with mean hNi,
QhNiðkLjq;qsubÞ ¼ e−hNi
X∞
N¼0
hNiN
N!
q1ðkLjq;qsubÞN
¼ exp ½hNiðq1ðkLjq;qsubÞ − 1Þ: ð9Þ
This result states that if one could compute q1ðkLjq;qsubÞ
for a single mass substructure, then one could obtain
the characteristic function for the whole population of
unresolved subhalos by taking the exponential of
hNiðq1ðkLjq;qsubÞ − 1Þ. Finally, ΦhNiðΔtLjq;qsubÞ can
be obtained by Fourier transforming QhNiðkLjq;qsubÞ.
Therefore, we have reduced the computation of
PðtLjq;qsubÞ for hNi subhalos to that of computing
q1ðkLjq;qsubÞ for a single substructure which is a consid-
erable simplification.
D. Characteristic function for a single substructure
To complete our formalism, we need an expression for
q1ðkLjq;qsubÞ, the characteristic function of the linear
lensing quantities in the presence of a single mass sub-
structure. We begin by writing down an expression for
Φ1ðδtLjq;qsubÞ,
Φ1ðδtLjq;qsubÞ
¼
Z
Psubðcð1ÞsubjqsubÞδlDðδtL − δtLðq; cð1ÞsubÞÞdcð1Þsub; ð10Þ
where cð1Þsub are the parameters describing the properties of a
single mass substructure. Here, Psubðcð1ÞsubjqsubÞ is the
probability density function describing the probability of
finding a clump of dark matter with parameters cð1Þsub, given a
set of substructure population parameters qsub. The char-
acteristic function of the above distribution, q1ðkLjq;qsubÞ,
is simply the Fourier transform of Eq. (10),
q1ðkLjq;qsubÞ ¼
Z
dcð1Þsube
iδtLðq;cð1ÞsubÞ·kLPsubðcð1ÞsubjqsubÞ:
ð11Þ
Computing this integral requires us to specify the spatial
geometry over which the mass substructure is distributed as
well as the subhalo mass function inside the lens galaxy. In
the next section, we describe our strategy to evaluate this
characteristic function.
III. CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION FOR
SUBSTRUCTURE POPULATION
Up to this point, we emphasize that our analysis has been
very general and is purely based on the linearity and
2In this work, the characteristic function is simply the Fourier
transform of the probability density function.
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independence of mass substructures inside galactic halos.
In this section, we consider how the geometry of the
substructure distribution inside galactic halos can be used
to simplify the calculation of q1ðkLjq;qsubÞ. As we
describe below, it is advantageous to divide the substructure
population into a distributed subpopulation that contains
the vast majority of subhalos and contributes small per-
turbations to lensing observables and into a local subpopu-
lation that contains a few strong perturbers to lensing
observables.
A. Local versus distributed substructure populations
We wish to compute the characteristic function for the
linear lensing quantities in the presence of a single
substructure at typical lensed image locations fxig situated
close to the Einstein radius Rein of the lens. Similar to the
analysis of Ref. [38], our strategy is to divide the image
plane into two regions: (i) an inner disk of radius Rmin
containing all the lensed images and a relatively small
number of substructures (denoted “local” substructures)
and (ii) an annulus with inner radius Rmin and outer radius
Rmax containing the vast majority of the substructure
population, which we shall refer to as the “distributed”
population. This choice is illustrated in Fig. 1. The first
thing that is evident from Fig. 1 is that the strong lensing
region (red innermost circle) of typical galaxy-scale lenses
probes the very inner part of the galactic halo. This is
the region where flux ratio anomalies have been used
to probe mass substructures within lens galaxies
[20,34,74,79,82,84–86]. This is also the region where
direct gravitational imaging [21,28,36,43,87] and spatially
resolved spectroscopy [24,72,88] can be used to detect
individual mass substructures within galaxy-scale lenses. In
this area of the lens plane, it is possible for a mass
substructure to cause a large perturbation to lensing
observables which are known to cause non-Gaussian
“heavy tails” [38] in stochastic lensing probability density
functions. Furthermore, subhalos can have significant
overlap with lensed images, implying that the internal
properties of mass substructures such as their concentra-
tions and tidal radii can be probed in this regime [20]. Due
to its small size compared to the overall spatial extent of the
dark matter halo, the inner region contains a relatively small
fraction of the total number of mass substructures in the
gravitational lens.
On the other hand, the outer region of the lens halo (the
area outside the dashed blue circle) contains the vast
majority of the lens galaxy mass substructures. Since they
are quite distant from any lensed image, these subhalos
cannot significantly affects the lensing observables on an
individual basis. However, their collective effect is not
necessarily negligible. Furthermore, because of their
relative position with respect to the strong lensing region,
we do not expect their internal structure to play a
significant role in their lensing signatures. Importantly,
these properties of the distributed mass substructures
considerably simplify the calculation of the characteristic
function q1ðkLjq;qsubÞ.
It is instructive to compare the relative contribution of the
distributed and local subhalo populations to the linear
lensing quantities. Writing the total contribution from
substructures as
ΔtL ¼ ΔtlocalL þ ΔtdistL ; ð12Þ
let us compare the local and distributed pieces for potential
fluctuations, deflections, convergence, and shears. To do
so, we generate 104 Monte Carlo realizations of mass
substructure population. We assume the substructures to
have smoothly truncated Navaro-Frenk-White (NFW)
three-dimensional density profiles given by [123]
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the various scales involved in galaxy-
scale substructure lensing. The typical Einsteins radius Rein of
lens galaxy (∼1 arcsec) is indicated in red, while the typical
virial radius of the galactic halo is indicated in green. The dashed
blue circle and the outer black circle indicate our choice of
Rminð¼3ReinÞ and Rmaxð¼65ReinÞ for the computation of the
substructure characteristic function, respectively. The scattered
dots represent a realization of a substructure population with the
spatial distribution given in Eq. (19) with a core radius given by
rc ¼ 30Rein. Here, we have assumed a power law mass function
as given in Eq. (20) with β ¼ −1.9, Mlow ¼ 107 M⊙, and
Mhigh ¼ 1010 M⊙. The average convergence in mass substructure
is taken to be hκsubðReinÞi ¼ 6 × 10−4. See main text for a
description of the notation. The inset at the bottom right shows
an enlargement of the halo’s central region. In general, only an
order unity number of substructures are projected close to the
Einstein radius of the lens.
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ρðrsubÞ ¼
MNFW
4πrðrsub þ rsÞ2

r2t
r2sub þ r2t

; ð13Þ
where rsub is the three-dimensional distance from the center
of the subhalo, rs is the scale radius, and rt is the tidal
radius. We note that our choice of NFW profile is more
conservative than the often used Pseudo-Jaffe profile since
the latter has a steeper inner density slope and has thus a
larger lensing efficiency. It is important to keep in mind that
observations of low-mass galaxies show mild preference
for even shallower density profiles, implying that the
magnitude of the local substructure perturbations discussed
in this section are likely to be conservative upper bounds.
For the truncated NFW profile, the mass scale MNFW is
related to the total mass Msub of a substructure via the
relation [123]
Msub ¼ MNFW
τ2
ðτ2 þ 1Þ2 ½ðτ
2 − 1Þ ln τ þ πτ − ðτ2 þ 1Þ;
ð14Þ
where τ≡ rt=rs. We take the relation between the sub-
structure mass and its scale radius to be (see Appendix A)

rs
1 kpc

¼ ð1.0 0.3Þ

Msub
109 M⊙

0.735
; ð15Þ
where we have taken into account the scatter in this relation
as inferred by N-body simulations [124]. We also take the
tidal truncation radius to obey the standard relation
[125,126]
rt ¼

Msub
½2 − d lnMmain=d ln r3DMmainð<r3DÞ

1=3
r3D;
ð16Þ
where r3D is the three-dimensional distance between the
mass substructure and the center of the main lens halo and
Mmainð<r3DÞ is the fraction of the mass of the main halo
contained in a sphere of radius r3D. For a spherical main
lens with a power-law convergence profile
κmainðrÞ ¼
1
2

b
r

2−αmain
; ðαmain ≠ 2Þ ð17Þ
where b is a length scale closely related to the Einstein
radius of the main lens, r is the projected two-dimensional
distance from the center of the lens, and αmain is the power-
law index of the density profile, the tidal truncation radius
takes the form (see Appendix A for more details)
rt ¼

αmain
2 − αmain
Γð2−αmain
2
Þ
Γð3−αmain
2
Þ
Msub
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
Σcritb2
1=3 b
r3D
αmain
3
r3D;
ðαmain ≠ 2Þ; ð18Þ
where ΓðxÞ is the gamma function and where Σcrit is the
critical density for lensing. The substructures are taken to
be spatially distributed in two-dimensional projections
according to a “cored” profile for 0 < r < Rmax given by
Prðr; θÞ ¼

1
2πr2c
1
WðRmax=rcÞ − 1

1
ð1þ ðr=rcÞÞ2
;
where WðxÞ ¼ 1
1þ xþ ln ð1þ xÞ; ð19Þ
and where rc is the core radius of the substructure
distribution. This spatial distribution profile constitutes a
good approximation to the radial substructure distribution
found in N-body simulations [106]. The core radius rc is
found to be a large fraction of the main halo virial radius.
Here, we take rc ¼ 30Rein, where Rein is the Einstein radius
of the smooth lens. For a typical galaxy-scale gravitational
lens with Rein ∼ 100, this gives rc ∼ 189 kpc for a lens at
redshift zlens ∼ 0.5. We define the boundary between the
local and distributed population to lie at Rmin ¼ 3Rein and
also choose Rmax ¼ 65Rein. We note that r3D is related to r
via r3D ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2 þ h2
p
, where h is the projection of r3D
along the line of sight, which must lie in the range
−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R2max − r2
p
≤ h ≤
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R2max − r2
p
for a spherical halo.
When we generate the Monte Carlo realization, we first
choose r from the probability distribution in Eq. (19), and
then randomly pick h from the above range in order to
generate the value of r3D. We note though that in a realistic
halo, the values of h will not in general be uniformly
distributed within the above range. However, since h only
enters in the calculation of the truncation radius, the impact
of this approximation on our results is very small.
We take the substructure to be distributed in mass
according to a power-law mass probability distribution
PMðMsubÞ≡ 1N
dN
dMsub
¼ ðβ þ 1ÞM
β
sub
Mβþ1high −M
βþ1
low
;
Mlow < Msub < Mhigh; ðβ ≠ −1Þ; ð20Þ
where β is the power law index, and whereMhigh andMlow
are the highest and lowest subhalo masses inside the lens
galaxy, respectively. As was found numerically in
Ref. [106], we take β ¼ −1.9. We also choose Mhigh ¼
1010 M⊙ and Mlow ¼ 107 M⊙. While Mlow is typically
much lower in standard cold dark matter models [127,128],
this latter choice ensures that the number of mass sub-
structures inside the lens galaxy is manageable within our
Monte Carlo realizations. The actual number of mass
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substructures indeed the lens galaxy is taken to be Poisson
distributed around a mean value given by
hNi¼ hκsubðReinÞiR
dMsub
R
rdrdθPMðMsubÞPrðr;θÞκtNFWðjr−ReinjÞ
;
ð21Þ
where the angular bracket denotes ensemble averaging
over many substructure realizations of the lens halo and
κtNFWðrÞ is the convergence profile of a single smoothly
truncated NFW subhalo as given in Ref. [123].
Equation (21) follows from the independence of subhalos
within the lens galaxy. We take the average convergence in
mass substructures at the Einstein radius of the main lens to
be hκsubðReinÞi ¼ 0.001. We note that setting hκsubi as
above is equivalent to choosing an overall normalization for
the subhalo mass function [see Eq. (41) below for more
details].
We illustrate in Fig. 2 the probability distributions for
both the distributed and local contributions to the total
linear lensing quantities for our 104 Monte Carlo realiza-
tions. For lensing potential and deflection fluctuations, we
observe that the most probable fluctuations are dominated
by the distributed substructures. This result can be
explained by a simple geometrical argument. Indeed, while
the contribution to the net deflection from substructures
inside a thin ring of radius r decays as 1=r for increasing r,
the number of mass substructures inside the thin ring grows
as r for r < rc. Thus, inside the core radius of the
substructure distribution, mass substructures located in a
distant ring can contribute just as much to the total
deflection as substructures much closer to the lensed
images. A similar argument applies to lensing potential
fluctuations. This indicates that detailed analyses of time
delays and astrometric fluctuations caused by mass sub-
structures can yield important information about the dis-
tributed population of satellite surrounding lens galaxies.
On the other hand, the substructure contribution to the
shear and convergence (which determine the magnification
perturbations) at a typical image position is largely
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FIG. 2. Probability distributions for the local and distributed contributions to the linear lensing quantities ϕsub, αsub, γsub, and κsub.
These quantities are evaluated at the Einstein radius of the main lens, which we take to be Rein ¼ 100. We assume the lens to be at redshift
zlens ¼ 0.5 with a source at redshift zsource ¼ 1, yielding a critical density for lensing Σcrit ¼ 1.19 × 1011 M⊙=arcsec2. We define the
divide between the distributed and local contributions to lie at Rmin ¼ 3Rein and include mass substructures up to Rmax ¼ 65Rein. The
substructures are spatially distributed according to a cored profile [Eq. (19)] with core radius rc ¼ 30Rein. Mass substructures are taken
to have a smoothly truncated NFW profile with tidal truncation radius that depends on subhalo mass and halo-centric distance as given in
Eqs. (16) and (18). We use a subhalo mass-concentration relation derived from N-body simulations [124] and also implement the scatter
about this relation [Eq. (15)]. We assume a power law subhalo mass function with slope β ¼ −1.9 between Mlow ¼ 107 M⊙ and
Mhigh ¼ 1010 M⊙. We take the average lensing convergence in mass substructure at the Einstein radius to be hκsubðReinÞi ¼ 0.001.
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dominated by the local subhalos. This is due to the fact that
shear perturbations decay as r−2, while convergence
fluctuations decay even faster (r−4 for our choice of
truncated NFW profile). It implies that the contribution
from distant rings of substructures is always subdominant
compared to the local contribution, although the collective
shear perturbations from the distributed substructures is not
entirely negligible. Furthermore, for deflections, shears,
and convergence, the largest fluctuations are always domi-
nated by the local contributions. These large local pertur-
bations, often caused by a single substructure close to a
lensed image, have been used to detect individual mass
substructures [20,21,36]. What Fig. 2 is showing however
is that by combining magnification information (largely
sensitive to γsub and κsub) with astrometric (sensitive to αsub)
and time delay (sensitive to ϕsub) measurements, one could
infer important properties about both the local and distrib-
uted substructure populations inside lens galaxies. This
highlights the importance of developing a unified frame-
work to jointly handle the different lensing observables,
which is a major goal of this work.
Splitting the mass substructures into two subpopulations
allows us to factorize the characteristic functionQhNi given
in Eq. (9) as
QhNiðkLjq;qsubÞ ¼ QlocalhNli ðkLjq;qsubÞQdisthNdiðkLjq;qsubÞ;
ð22Þ
which follows from Eq. (12) and the independence of each
substructure. Here, hNi ¼ hNli þ hNdi, where hNli is the
average number of substructures in the local population,
and where hNdi is the average number of substructures in
the distributed population. We note that we generically
have hNdi ≫ hNli. In terms of the characteristic function
for a single subhalo, this implies
q1ðkLjq;qsubÞ
¼ hNliq
local
1 ðkLjq;qsubÞ þ hNdiqdist1 ðkLjq;qsubÞ
hNi : ð23Þ
We can therefore separately compute the characteristic
function for the local and distributed subpopulation and
then combine them according to Eq. (23) to compute the
overall characteristic function of linear lensing quantities.
In this work, we focus on statistically characterizing the
distributed population of mass substructures inside typical
lens galaxies, which is the dominant contribution for the
projected lensing potential and deflections. We leave to
future work the characterization of the local substructure
population, but we note that gravitational imaging tech-
niques [21,36,43,87] and resolved spectroscopy [24,72,88]
can provide information about certain regions of the local
substructure population.
B. Distributed substructure analysis for potential
and deflection perturbations
In this section, we outline our calculations of the
characteristic function qdist1 ðkLjq;qsubÞ for the distributed
population of mass substructures. We focus exclusively on
computing the characteristic function for the projected
lensing potential and the deflection perturbations since
the contribution to shear and convergence perturbations
from the distributed population of mass substructures is
subdominant. As described above, there are key simplify-
ing facts for the distributed substructure population:
(i) Their overall impact on the lensing observables
is small.
(ii) We can approximate them as a collection of point
masses.
In the point-mass approximation, a single subhalo can be
described by three parameters: its total mass Msub and its
radial and angular position in the lens plane. In the notation
from Sec. II, this implies cð1Þsub ¼ fMsub; r; θg. In order to
construct the characteristic function, we need to specify the
probability density function PsubðMsub; r; θ;qsubÞ for these
parameters. As in our Monte Carlo examples of Sec. III A,
we assume that this density function is separable into the
product of the subhalo mass function with a spatial density
distribution
PsubðMsub; r; θ;qsubÞ ¼ PMðMsub;qsubÞPrðr; θ;qsubÞ:
ð24Þ
For cold dark matter, this separability is supported by N-
body simulations over a wide range of subhalo masses
[106,129,130]. It remains to be seen whether this sepa-
rability holds for more general dark matter models or when
baryonic feedback is taken into account. In the cases for
which the mass and spatial distributions are not separable,
one could split the subhalo population into several sub-
populations that each have with their own spatial distribu-
tion. For simplicity, we assume here that Eq. (24) is valid,
but it is clear that our analysis could also be carried out
without this assumption. As we see below, we do not need
to specify an explicit form for the subhalo mass function
and position distribution at this point since all important
quantities can be expressed as statistical moments of these
distributions.
Before going through the detailed derivation of
qdist1 ðkLjq;qsubÞ, it is informative to heuristically derive
what we expect the answer to be. As we discussed in the
previous subsection, potential and deflection perturbations
obtain contributions from a broad spatial projected area
surrounding the strong lensing region. The resulting large
number of mass substructures contributing to the total
potential and deflection perturbations implies that the
central limit theorem is applicable, and we thus expect
Gaussian statistics to be approximately valid for these
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linear lensing quantities. In this approximation, the stat-
istical properties of the linear lensing quantities are entirely
specified by a covariance matrix Csub with general scaling
given by
Cijsub ∝ hNdi
Z
dmPmðm;qsubÞm2

×
Z
d2rPrðr; θ;qsubÞOiLOjL

; ð25Þ
where the leading factor arises since the variance of the sum
of hNdi normal random variables is hNdi times the variance
of a single normal random variable. The second factor
arises because the linear lensing quantities are always
proportional to the subhalo mass, and the third factor is
the spatial two-point function of the linear lensing quan-
tities. Here, OiL stands for the spatial dependence of the ith
linear lensing quantity. As we see below, this scaling comes
out naturally of our analysis.
We now turn our attention to the detailed derivation of
the above scaling as well as the leading order deviations
from the Gaussian approximation. The lensing potential
difference ϕsubðxiÞ between an image position xi and a
reference point xref caused by a point massM at position x
is given by
ϕsubðxiÞ ¼ m ln
 jxi − xj
jxref − xj

; ð26Þ
where m≡Msub=ðπΣcritÞ. Since Σcrit is the critical
mass density for lensing, m has units of area. Since
jxij ∼ Rein ≪ jxj for a typical distributed dark matter
substructure, we can write down the lensing potential
difference at an image location as a multipole expansion.
Converting to polar coordinates with x ¼ ðr cos θ; r sin θÞ,
we obtain
ϕsubðxiÞ ¼ −m
X∞
p¼1
1
rp
½ApðxiÞ cosðpθÞ þ BpðxiÞ sin ðpθÞ;
ð27Þ
where the dimensionless series coefficients are
ApðxiÞ ¼
1
p
ðrpi cos ðpθiÞ − rpref cos ðpθrefÞÞ;
BpðxiÞ ¼
1
p
ðrpi sin ðpθiÞ − rpref sin ðpθrefÞÞ; ð28Þ
where we have used xi ¼ ðri cos θi; ri sin θiÞ and
xref ¼ ðrref cos θref ; rref sin θrefÞ. Since the deflections are
simply related to the lensing potential by derivatives, that is,
~αsubðxiÞ ¼ ~∇xiϕsub, we can write expansions similar to
Eq. (27) for each of these quantities. The only difference is
that the series coefficients for ~αsub are derivatives of ApðxiÞ
and BpðxiÞ. Taking ~OL ≡ ΔtL=m to denote the vector
containing all the stochastic random variables describing
the perturbations to the linear lensing quantities, we can
thus write
~OL ¼ −
X∞
p¼1
1
rp
½~Ap cos ðpθÞ þ ~Bp sin ðpθÞ: ð29Þ
We note that we have divided out the leading factor of the
subhalo mass in the above definition since it only leads to
an overall rescaling of ~OL. In general, ~OL would contain
the stochastic variables ϕðiÞsub and ~α
ðiÞ
sub for the lensing
potentials and deflections, respectively, evaluated at all
possible image positions i ∈ Nimg. For instance, in the case
of a single image with label i, we have ~OðiÞL ¼
1
m fϕðiÞsub; αðiÞsub;x; αðiÞsub;yg and
~Ap ¼

rpi cos fpθig − rpref cos fpθrefg
p
; rp−1i cos fðp − 1Þθig;−rp−1i sin fðp − 1Þθig

; ð30Þ
~Bp ¼

rpi sin fpθig − rpref sin fpθrefg
p
; rp−1i sin fðp − 1Þθig; rp−1i cos fðp − 1Þθig

; ð31Þ
where p ≥ 1. We emphasize that ~Ap and ~Bp are constant vectors that only depend on the configuration of lensed images and
are thus independent of the mass substructure population. Taking kL to be the Fourier conjugate of the stochastic vector ~OL,
the characteristic function for a single dark matter substructure can be written as
qdist1 ðkLjq;qsubÞ ¼
Z
Hd
d2r
Z
dmeimkL· ~OLPsubðm; r; θ;qsubÞ
¼ 1þ
Z
Hd
d2r
Z
dmðeimkL· ~OL − 1ÞPsubðm; r; θ;qsubÞ; ð32Þ
where Hd denotes the area of the distributed domain of the lens halo and where we pulled out the leading factor of unity
since we are only interested in the difference q1ðkLjq;qsubÞ − 1. Evaluating the above integrals is the most difficult part of
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the calculation. Clearly, for jkLj≪ 1=ðmj ~OLjÞ, the phase factor is nearly equal to unity and q1 → 1, while q1 → 0 for
jkLj ≫ 1=ðmj ~OLjÞ since the phase is rapidly oscillating in this regime. We expand q1ðkLjq;qsubÞ in a power series of mass
and spatial moments
qdist1 ðkLjq;qsubÞ ¼ 1þ
X∞
n¼1
inhmni
n!
Z
Hd
d2rPrðr; θ;qsubÞðkL · ~OLÞn; ð33Þ
where the mass moments are given by
hmni≡
Z
dmPmðm;qsubÞmn: ð34Þ
For conciseness, the simplification of the spatial integral appearing in Eq. (33) is presented in Appendix B. After these
simplifications, the characteristic function for the linear quantities ~OL in the presence of a single mass substructure then
takes the form
qdist1 ðkLjq;qsubÞ ¼ 1þ
X∞
n¼1
ð−1Þnhmni
n!
X
∥p∥¼n

n
p

Kp
YNmult
t¼1
ðikL · ~AtÞpt
YNmult
s¼1
ðikL · ~BsÞpNmultþs

; ð35Þ
where p ¼ fp1; p2;…; p2Nmultg is a multi-index with ∥p∥ ¼
P2Nmult
j¼1 pj, and where the kernel Kp is given by Eq. (B2). It is
understood that if a given ~At or ~Bt vanishes, then the corresponding pt must also vanish. We emphasize that the kernel Kp
encodes all the information about the spatial distribution of mass substructures within the lens halo. This kernel can be
computed for any halo geometry and mass substructure distribution. Finally, we can use Eq. (9) to compute the
characteristic function in the presence of a whole population of mass substructures
QdisthNdiðkLjq;qsubÞ ¼ exp

hNdi
X∞
n¼1
ð−1Þnhmni
n!
X
∥p∥¼n

n
p

Kp
YNmult
t¼1
ðikL · ~AtÞpt
YNmult
s¼1
ðikL · ~BsÞpNmultþs

: ð36Þ
At leading order, this characteristic function has a Gaussian
behavior,
QdisthNdiðkLÞ ∝ eiu·kL−
1
2
kTLCsubkL ; ð37Þ
where u≡ hΔtLi is the mean vector and Csub ≡ hΔtLΔtLi
is the covariance matrix. We note that in the case of circular
symmetry of the galactic halo, the mean vector u exactly
vanishes. We give in Appendix D some useful expressions
for the covariance matrix in the case of circular symmetry
for two different spatial distributions.
The non-Gaussian terms in Eq. (36) essentially
forms a multivariate Edgeworth expansion (see, e.g.,
Refs. [102,131]) with successive term decaying as
hNdi1−n=2. We show the details of this expansion in
Appendix C, but it is instructive to consider the magnitude
of the non-Gaussian contributions to QdisthNdiðkLÞ in order to
assess the validity of the leading Gaussian approximation.
At each order n in the 1=hNdin=2−1 expansion, the leading
order non-Gaussian contribution takes the general form
1
n!hNdin=2−1
hmni
hm2in=2
hOnLi
hO2Lin=2
; ðn ≥ 3Þ: ð38Þ
Here, we use the compact notation hOnLi to represent all
possible spatial n-point functions of the different linear
lensing quantities. In order to evaluate the above expression,
we need to specify the mass function and spatial distribution
of mass substructures. For illustration, we take the spatial
distribution given in Eq. (19) and write the mass function as
dN
dMsub
¼ a0

Msub
M0

β
; ð39Þ
where a0 is the mass function normalization and M0 is a
reference mass scale. Using Eq. (21), the expected number of
mass substructures in the distributed region is then
hNdi ¼
a0
Mβ0
Mβþ1high −M
βþ1
low
β þ 1 ð1 − Prð<RminÞÞ; ðβ ≠ −1Þ;
ð40Þ
where Prð<RminÞ is the cumulative probability of finding a
mass substructure within a disk of radius Rmin. We take
M0 ¼ Mhigh throughout this work. We note that in the point-
mass limit, the convergence in mass substructures is related
to the mass function given in Eq. (39) via
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hκsubðrrefÞi ¼
a0
Mβ0
1
Σcrit
Mβþ2high −M
βþ2
low
β þ 2 PrðrrefÞ; ðβ ≠ −2Þ;
ð41Þ
where rref is a reference radius (e.g., Rein) where the
convergence is evaluated.
We illustrate in Fig. 3 the non-Gaussian contributions
given in Eq. (38) evaluated from n ¼ 3 to n ¼ 6 for
different mass function parameters. Here, we take OL to
represent a lensing deflection, but similar results would be
obtained for the lensing potential. The upper panels
illustrate the dependence of the non-Gaussian contributions
on the lowest subhalo mass for two different values of
the mass function normalization a0 with β ¼ −1.9. For
comparison, pure cold dark matter simulations yield
a0 ∼ 3.8 × 10−10 M−1⊙ at the pivot point M0 ¼ 1010 M⊙
with β ¼ −1.9 [106]. We observe that for Mlow=Mhigh ≲
0.1 the non-Gaussian contributions are subdominant for the
fiducial values of a0 ¼ 3.5 × 10−10 M−1⊙ and β ¼ −1.9.
Interestingly, the largest non-Gaussian contribution comes
from the n ¼ 4 term, which implies that the probability
density function of linear lensing quantities will primary
pick up a nonzero excess kurtosis in this case. Further
increasing the normalization of the subhalo mass function
suppresses non-Gaussianities even more (upper right panel)
since hNdi ∝ a0. However, as Mlow=Mhigh → 1, the non-
Gaussian contributions rapidly rise since the mass sub-
structure population becomes dominated by a very limited
number of massive subhalos and the applicability of the
central limit theorem wanes.
The lower panels of Fig. 3 display the dependence of the
non-Gaussian corrections on the slope of the substructure
mass function. Here, we fix the ratio Mlow=Mhigh and the
amplitude of the mass function atM0 ¼ Mhigh. We observe
that as β is made steeper (more negative) the non-Gaussian
corrections rapidly decay since the number of mass sub-
structures quickly rises with a steepening slope. Decreasing
the ratio Mlow=Mhigh has little effect for β > −2 but does
lead a faster decay of non-Gaussianities for β < −2. Again,
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FIG. 3. Non-Gaussian contributions to the Edgeworth expansion of the characteristic function QdisthNdiðkLÞ for different values of the
mass function parameters. These curves characterize the degree of non-Gaussianity of the probability distribution of the linear lensing
quantities. A value of unity on these plots indicate an Oð1Þ deviation from Gaussianity. We assume a power law mass function as given
in Eq. (39) with Mhigh ¼ 1010 M⊙ and also take the distributed mass substructures to be spatially located between Rmin ¼ 3Rein and
Rmax ¼ 65Rein according to Eq. (19) with rc ¼ 30Rein. We illustrate the leading contribution at each order n for n ¼ 3 to n ¼ 6. Here,
hNdi is computed as in Eq. (40). The spatial moments hOnLi are computed assuming thatOL is a deflection at a single image position, but
similar results would be obtained for the lensing potential. Each panel illustrates different mass function parameters as indicated. The top
panels fix β ¼ −1.9 and display the dependence of the non-Gaussian corrections on the ratioMlow=Mhigh for two different values of a0.
In the bottom panels, we fix a0 and display the dependence on the mass function slope for two values of Mlow=Mhigh.
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we observe that the n ¼ 4 term dominates the non-
Gaussianities when the mass function slope β ≳ −2.3 for
the realistic normalization of the mass function shown.
We confirm this observation by comparing our analyti-
cal results to Monte Carlo realizations in the next
subsection.
We note that we can also suppress non-Gaussianities by
increasing Rmin. Indeed, the non-Gaussian spatial moments
hOnLi=hO2Lin=2 rapidly decreases as Rmin is increased as
shown in Fig. 4. For definiteness, we illustrate there the
ratio of non-Gaussian spatial moments for a single com-
ponent of a lensing deflection. The results would be very
similar for other linear lensing quantities. From a practical
point-of-view, we would like Rmin to be as small as possible
in order to encompass as many mass substructures as
possible in the distributed analysis. On the other hand, we
also need to choose a value of Rmin large enough for the
expansion of Eq. (36) to rapidly converge. Our tests show
that a minimal radius in the range 3Rein ≲ Rmin ≲ 5Rein
generally provides a good compromise between these two
criteria for the power law mass function considered in this
work. Of course, for a different choice of mass function one
should adjust Rmin in order to insure the convergence of the
Edgeworth expansion.
The picture that emerges from the considerations
above is that for the CDM-relevant case of β ∼ −1.9,
Mlow=Mhigh ≪ 1, and a realistic normalization of the
substructure mass function supported by simulations, the
non-Gaussian contributions to Eq. (36) are subdominant,
and the joint probability density function of linear
lensing quantities will thus be well approximated by
a multivariate Gaussian. In this physically relevant
region, a useful criterion for the validity of the
Gaussian approximation is
a0 ≳ 10Mhigh
ðβ þ 3Þ2
4!ðβ þ 5Þ
hO4Li
hO2Li2
; ð42Þ
which is valid for Mlow=Mhigh ≪ 1, β > −3, and where
a0 is the amplitude of the mass function at M0 ¼ Mhigh.
For our choice of spatial distribution given in Eq. (19)
with Rmin ¼ 3Rein, Rmax ¼ 65Rein, rc ¼ 30Rein, and
assuming Mhigh ¼ 1010 M⊙, β ¼ −1.9, and Rein ¼ 100,
this criterion reads a0 ≳ 2.3 × 10−10 M−1⊙ when OL is a
lensing deflection. This condition would be slightly
relaxed if OL is taken to be the lensing potential
instead. Whenever this condition is satisfied, the char-
acteristic function expansion given in Eq. (36) [see also
Eq. (C6)] provides an accurate description of the
statistical properties of perturbations to the linear lens-
ing quantities caused by distributed mass substructures.
C. Validity of analytical approach
We now test the validity of the characteristic function-
based approach by comparing its prediction to the distri-
butions of linear lensing quantities obtained by considering
a large number of Monte Carlo realizations of distributed
substructure populations. As in the analytical calculation of
the previous section, we treat the distributed mass sub-
structures as point masses that are spatially distributed
according to the cored profile given in Eq. (19) with
rc ¼ 30Rein, between Rmin ¼ 3Rein and Rmax ¼ 65Rein.
We consider the distribution of linear lensing quantities
at two fiducial image positions located at x1 ¼ ð0; ReinÞ and
x2 ¼ ðRein; 0Þ, and take Rein ¼ 100. For concreteness, we
assume a lens at redshift zlens ¼ 0.5with a source at redshift
zsrc ¼ 1, which yields a critical density for lensing
Σcrit ¼ 1.19 × 1011 M⊙=arcsec2. To compute the final
probability distribution of linear lensing quantities, we
sample the characteristic function given in Eq. (C6) on a
grid of kL and use a fast Fourier transform algorithm to
perform the transformation back to configuration space.
In Fig. 5, we compare our analytical predictions to the
results from Monte Carlo simulations of distributed
substructure populations for a subhalo mass function as
given in Eq. (20) withMlow ¼ 107 M⊙,Mhigh ¼ 1010 M⊙,
and β ¼ −1.9, with a normalization given by
hκsubðReinÞi ¼ 0.001. We display different projections of
the joint probability density function for the linear lensing
quantities evaluated at the two fiducial image positions.
The gray points in the 2D plots and the blue histograms
along the diagonal show the results from the Monte Carlo
realizations of distributed substructure population. We
show in solid black the results gotten by only keeping
the leading Gaussian term in Eq. (C6), while the dashed red
lines show the results obtained by keeping all terms up to
order OðhNdi−2Þ in the Edgeworth expansion. Since the
mass function parameters listed above predict a relatively
large number of mass substructures within the lens halo
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the non-Gaussian spatial moments of a
deflection y-component on the value of Rmin. We take the
distributed mass substructures to be spatially distributed between
Rmin and Rmax ¼ 65Rein according to Eq. (19) with rc ¼ 30Rein.
It is understood here that the mass dependence of the lensing
deflection has been divided out, that is, ~αsub;y ≡ αsub;y=m. We see
that the non-Gaussian moments decay as Rmin is increased.
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(hNdi ¼ 3705), the non-Gaussian contributions in Eq. (C6)
are suppressed, and the overall behavior of the joint
probability density function is very well captured by its
leading Gaussian term. Nevertheless, we see that including
the higher-order terms in the Edgeworth expansion does
improve the concordance of the analytical predictions with
the Monte Carlo realizations. This is especially noticeable
in the one-parameter probability densities shown along the
diagonal where we observe that dashed red lines capture the
nonzero excess kurtosis of the Monte Carlo realizations.
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FIG. 5. Projections of the probability density function for the linear lensing quantities fϕsub; αð1Þsub;x; αð1Þsub;y; αð2Þsub;x; αð2Þsub;yg in the presence
of a distributed population of mass substructures. Here, the two images are taken to be x1 ¼ ð0; ReinÞ and x2 ¼ ðRein; 0Þ, where we take
Rein ¼ 100. In the above, ϕsub stands for the projected potential difference between the two images. The gray points in the 2D plots and
the blue histograms along the diagonal show the results from 104 Monte Carlo realizations of distributed point mass-like substructure
population. The solid black lines display the analytical results from Sec. III B assuming a purely Gaussian characteristic function, while
the dashed red lines show the results obtained by keeping all terms up to order hNdi−2 in the Edgeworth expansion [Eq. (C6)]. In the 2D
plots, the inner and outer contours display the 68% and 95% confidence regions, respectively. We assume the mass substructures to be
spatially distributed according to Eq. (19) with rc ¼ 30Rein. We also take a power law subhalo mass function with slope β ¼ −1.9
between Mlow ¼ 107 M⊙ and Mhigh ¼ 1010 M⊙, and take hκsubðReinÞi ¼ 0.001. This yields an expected number of distributed mass
substructures hNdi ¼ 3705.
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This indicates that the characteristic function expansion
performed in Sec. III B does lead to the correct probability
density function for the linear lensing quantities.
In Fig. 6, we display similar projections of the proba-
bility density function of linear lensing quantities, but
here we choose a high value of the low mass cutoff
Mlow ¼ 2 × 109 M⊙, together with Mhigh ¼ 1010 M⊙
and hκsubðReinÞi ¼ 3 × 10−4. This is an example of a model
with very few distributed substructures (hNdi ¼ 24) for
which the leading Gaussian approximation still works
reasonably well. As clearly shown in the 1D histograms
along the diagonal of the plot, this model does have a
significant excess kurtosis which is well captured by the
Edgeworth expansion. Again, this highlights the usefulness
of the expansion given in Eq. (C6) to understand the
leading departure from Gaussianity.
Interestingly, we observe in Fig. 5 that the perturbations
to linear lensing quantities from the distributed mass
substructures sometimes display strong correlations among
themselves. This indicates that the correlation length of
perturbations to the linear lensing quantities caused by
distributed substructures is larger than the typical image
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FIG. 6. Projections of the probability density function for the linear lensing quantities similar to Fig. 5 but takingMlow ¼ 2 × 109 M⊙,
Mhigh ¼ 1010 M⊙, and hκsubðReinÞi ¼ 3 × 10−4. The expected number of distributed substructures is hNdi ¼ 24. The gray points in the
2D plots and the blue histograms along the diagonal show the results from 5 × 104 Monte Carlo realizations of distributed point mass-
like substructure population.
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separation in lens systems, consistent with the findings of
Ref. [50]. More precisely, this implies that the linear
lensing quantity perturbations from distributed substruc-
tures are dominated by the dipole (p ¼ 1) term in the
multipole expansion of Eq. (29). For deflections, this term
is independent of image position which explains the very
tight correlation between αð1Þsub;x and α
ð2Þ
sub;x and between
αð1Þsub;y and α
ð2Þ
sub;y. The scatter about this almost perfect
correlation is due to the contributions from higher multi-
poles. We note that this scatter tends to increase at large
deflection values since these are caused by substructures
that are closer to the images and are thus described by
higher multipoles. The correlation between deflections and
lensing potential perturbations also suggests that time-
delay fluctuations caused by mass substructures are usually
accompanied by a corresponding shift to the image
position.
Ultimately, the correlations between linear lensing
quantities at different image positions are particularly
interesting since it may allow one to distinguish the
effects of local substructures which mostly affect a
single lensed image from those of distributed substruc-
tures which affect multiple lensed images coherently.
However, we generally expect these coherent perturba-
tions to be somewhat degenerate with the smooth lens
model. For instance, the dipolar (p ¼ 1) component of
the perturbation can generally be compensated by an
appropriate shift to the source position, while the
perturbation quadrupole (p ¼ 2) could be reabsorbed
by an appropriate external shear. We leave the study of
these potential degeneracies to future work.
IV. ANALYTICAL MARGINALIZATION OVER
DISTRIBUTED MASS SUBSTRUCTURES
In this section, we first describe how we transform
from the linear lensing quantities to the actual gravita-
tional lensing observables that can be compared with
data. We then explain how we perform the analytical
marginalization over the distributed mass substructure
population using the characteristic function
QdisthNdiðkLjq;qsubÞ computed in the previous section.
Here, we assume that the effect of the local substructure
population is perfectly known, which is equivalent to
setting QlocalhNli ðkLjq;qsubÞ ¼ 1. We also derive a general
expression for the data likelihood in the presence of a
distributed population of unresolved mass substructures.
We first describe the general calculation and then
specialize to the case where QdisthNdiðkLjq;qsubÞ is a
multivariate Gaussian.
A. General case
The first step in to compute how the probability
density function of the stochastic variables t is related
to that of the stochastic variables ΔtL for which we have
computed the characteristic function in the previous
section. For definitiveness, we take ΔtL to contain all
the stochastic deflections ~αðiÞsub, i ∈ Nimg, caused by
distributed substructures as well as all the stochastic
lensing potential shifts ϕðiÞsub between the ith image and
the reference point. In the following, we take the
reference point to be the position of the image that is
leading the arrival time. We also take the stochastic
vector of observables t to contain the image positions xðiÞ
and the time delay ΔtðiÞ between image i and the
reference image caused by distributed substructures.
The probability density function for the perturbations
ΔtdistL to the linear lensing quantities caused by distributed
substructures is simply
ΦhNdiðΔtLjq;qsubÞ ¼
Z
dkL
ð2πÞl Q
dist
hNdiðkLjq;qsubÞe−iΔtL·kL ;
ð43Þ
where it is understood the ΔtL stands for ΔtdistL here. We
then apply the transformation given by Eqs. (5) and (7) to
compute the density function for the t stochastic lensing
observables
Pðtjq;qsubÞ ¼
Z
dtL
Z
dkL
ð2πÞl Q
dist
hNdiðkLjq;qsubÞ
× e−iðtL−t¯LÞ·kLδkDðt − tðtLÞÞ; ð44Þ
where k is the length of the t vector and t¯L is the
contribution to the linear lensing quantities from the
smooth lens model [Eq. (6)]. Note that we generally
have l ≠ k since, for instance, the two shear random
variables are mapped to a single magnification pertur-
bation. Nevertheless, as we are only considering poten-
tial and deflection perturbations, we have l ¼ k here.
In practice, the relation tðtLÞ is nonlinear but can
nonetheless be written down and inverted in a straight-
forward manner. However, since the distributed sub-
structure population leads to small changes to the lensed
image positions and their relative time delays, we can
linearize this relation as
tðtLÞ ≈ t¯þA−1ðtL − t¯LÞ; ð45Þ
where t¯ are the lensing observables in the absence
of substructures, and where A is a l by l matrix
encoding the transformation between the linear lensing
quantities and the actual observables. For instance, in
the case where t¼fxðiÞ;xðjÞ;xðkÞ;ΔtðjÞ;ΔtðkÞg and ΔtL ¼
f~αðiÞsub; ~αðjÞsub; ~αðkÞsub;ϕðjÞsub;ϕðkÞsubg, and assuming that image i is
the leading image, the inverse of the transformation
matrix A is given by
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A ¼
0
BBBBBB@
μsðx¯iÞ−1 0 0 0 0
0 μsðx¯jÞ−1 0 0 0
0 0 μsðx¯kÞ−1 0 0
0 0 0 −t−10 0
0 0 0 0 −t−10
1
CCCCCCA
;
ð46Þ
where μsðx¯iÞ stands for the 2 × 2 magnification tensor of
the smooth lens component evaluated at the unperturbed
image position x¯i, and t0 is the time constant of the lens
which is given by
t0 ¼
1þ zlens
c
DlDs
Dls
; ð47Þ
where zlens is the redshift of the lens, c is the speed of
light, and Dl, Ds, and Dls are the angular diameter
distances to the lens, to the source, and from the lens to
the source, respectively. As it should be apparent from
Eq. (46), the matrix A≡Aðqgal;qenv;qcosÞ depends only
the smooth mass component of the lens, its environ-
ment, and the cosmological model. Substituting Eq. (45)
into Eq. (44), we can then perform the tL integration
Pðtjq;qsubÞ ¼ jAj
Z
dkL
ð2πÞl Q
dist
hNdiðkLjq;qsubÞe−iðt−t¯Þ
TATkL ;
ð48Þ
where jAj stands for the determinant of the matrix A.
We can finally substitute the above into Eq. (2) to
compute the data likelihood in the presence of a
distributed population of substructures
Lðdjq;qsubÞ ¼
jAjﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð2πÞljCdj
p
Z
dt
Z
dkL
ð2πÞl Q
dist
hNdiðkLjq;qsubÞ
× e−iðt−t¯ÞTATkLe−12ðt−dÞTCd−1ðt−dÞ
¼ jAj
Z
dkL
ð2πÞl Q
dist
hNdiðkLjq;qsubÞe−
1
2
kTLACdA
TkL
× e−iðd−t¯ÞTATkL ; ð49Þ
where we have assumed a Gaussian likelihood,
LðdjtÞ ∝ exp ½− 1
2
ðt − dÞTCd−1ðt − dÞ, where Cd is the
data covariance matrix. Thus, the data likelihood is
given by the Fourier transform of the product of
QdisthNdiðkLjq;qsubÞ with the Fourier conjugate distribution
of LðdjtÞ evaluated at the residuals d − t¯ between the
data and the predictions from the smooth lens model.
This makes sense: The kL modes contributing most to
the integral are those that can explain the residuals
between the actual data and the smooth lens model, and
the characteristic function QdisthNdi encodes whether these
modes are likely to contribute to the residuals given the
input substructure properties.
B. Gaussian case
We now specialize to the case whereQdisthNdiðkLjq;qsubÞ is
well approximated by a multivariate Gaussian. Starting
from Eq. (49), we have
Lðdjq;qsubÞ ¼ jAj
Z
dkL
ð2πÞl e
−1
2
kTLCsubkLe−
1
2
kTLACdA
TkL
× e−iðd−t¯ÞTATkL
¼ jAjﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð2πÞljCsub þACdATjp
× e−
1
2
ðd−t¯ÞTATðCsubþACdATÞ−1Aðd−t¯Þ; ð50Þ
thus leading to a Gaussian data likelihood with total inverse
covariance matrix given by
C−1tot ¼ ATðCsub þACdATÞ−1A: ð51Þ
This analysis shows that the effect of distributed unresolved
mass substructures can be thought of as an additional
source of noise that directly contributes to modeling
uncertainty. This extra contribution to the net covariance
matrix entering the likelihood describes the inherent mass
modeling uncertainties due to the lumpiness of massive
galaxies acting as strong gravitational lenses. Whether the
inherent mass modeling uncertainties caused by mass
substructures are relevant or not in the above likelihood
depend on the observational precision of a given data set.
Conversely, in the event that precise time delay and
astrometric observations are available, they can be used
with the above likelihood to constrain the physical quan-
tities entering the covariance matrix Csub.
V. DISCUSSION
The analytical approximation developed in Sec. III B
allows us to not only marginalize over the masses and
positions of distributed substructures but also to understand
which of their physical properties are most relevant to
gravitational lensing observables. For the physically rel-
evant parameter space, the effect of distributed mass
substructures on the lensing potential and its first derivative
is approximately Gaussian, which implies that most of the
relevant physics is encoded in the covariance matrix Csub.
Using Eqs. (21) and (C1), this covariance matrix can be
decomposed as follow
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Cijsub ¼ hNdihm2ihOiLOjLi ¼ hκsubðrrefÞi
hm2i
hmi
hOiLOjLi
PrðrrefÞ
;
ð52Þ
where rref is a reference radius where the amplitude of the
convergence in mass substructures is set (taken to be the
Einstein radius of the main lens in earlier sections of this
paper), and where
hOiLOjLi≡
Z
d2rPrðr; θÞOiLOjL: ð53Þ
In going from the first to the second equality in Eq. (52), we
use Eqs. (40) and (41) to express hNdi in terms of κsub. We
give in Appendix D useful expressions for the different
entries of Csub. The expected number of distributed sub-
structures is given by Eq. (40), which for β < −1 and
Mlow ≪ Mhigh is approximately given by
hNdi ∼ −
a0M
βþ1
low
Mβ0ðβ þ 1Þ
ð1 − Prð< RminÞÞ: ð54Þ
The second moment of the mass function hm2i is easily
computed from Eq. (20),
hm2i ¼ 1
π2Σ2crit
β þ 1
β þ 3
Mβþ3high −M
βþ3
low
Mβþ1high −M
βþ1
low
∼ −
1
π2Σ2crit
β þ 1
β þ 3
Mβþ3high
Mβþ1low
for Mlow ≪ Mhigh; ð55Þ
where the last approximation is valid for when
−3 < β < −1. The second moment of the mass function
thus has a rather strong dependence on the minimal subhalo
mass. Now, if we look at the product hNdihm2i, we
immediately see that the leading dependence on Mlow
cancels out for the physically relevant case −3 < β < −1
and Mlow ≪ Mhigh
hNdihm2i ¼
1
π2Σ2crit
a0
β þ 3
Mβþ3high −M
βþ3
low
Mβ0
ð1 − Prð<RminÞÞ
∼
1
π2Σ2crit
a0
β þ 3
Mβþ3high
Mβ0
ð1 − Prð<RminÞÞ: ð56Þ
This shows that the scaling of the substructure covari-
ance matrix depends mostly on the normalization of the
mass function a0 and on the largest subhalo mass Mhigh.
We illustrate this behavior in Fig. 7 for different values
of the mass function slope β. In each case, we choose
the mass function normalization such that all curves
asymptote to the same value as Mlow=Mhigh → 0. In the
regime where Gaussianity holds (Mlow=Mhigh ≲ 0.1), we
observe that hNdihm2i is roughly constant as
Mlow=Mhigh is varied. Measurement of this constant
could provide a consistency test for standard cold dark
matter theory. Since there are strong degeneracies
between the different parameters in Eq. (56), the
extraction of individual mass function parameters would
require strong priors from either simulations or com-
plementary observations.
In addition to its dependence on the subhalo mass
function, the covariance matrix Csub also encodes
important information about the spatial distribution of
distributed mass substructures. Since each entry of the
covariance matrix depends on the spatial distribution
through a different kernel [Eq. (53)], it is reasonable to
believe that lensing observables will provide good
sensitivity to the spatial distribution of substructures.
A detailed analysis of the sensitivity of different lensing
observations to unresolved substructures will be carried
in an upcoming work. Looking ahead, we expect that
combining magnification information (mostly sensitive
to local substructures), with astrometric fluctuations
(sensitive to both local and distributed substructures)
and time delay perturbations (sensitive to distributed
substructures with some local sensitivity) will lead to a
comprehensive picture of the satellite populations of
distant lens galaxies.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have computed from first princi-
ples the probability distribution of lensing potentials
and deflections in the presence of an unresolved
population of mass substructures that are located
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FIG. 7. Dependence of the product hNdihm2i on the
Mlow=Mhigh for four values of the slope of the mass function.
In each case, we choose the normalization of the subhalo mass
function a0 such that all curves asymptote to the same value as
Mlow=Mhigh → 0. Our choice of normalization corresponds to
a0¼3.8×10−10M−1⊙ at M0¼Mhigh¼1010M⊙ when β ¼ −1.9.
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beyond the strong lensing region. We have determined
that for a realistic substructure population, the distri-
bution of lensing potential and deflection perturbations
is close to a multivariate Gaussian. We have computed
the leading order deviations from Gaussianity and used
them to determine when the probability distribution
ceases to be well approximated by Gaussian statistics.
We have shown in Sec. IV how our technique can be
used to efficiently marginalize over the properties of
distributed mass substructures without having to per-
form costly numerical simulations of mass substructure
populations.
For simplicity, we have treated distributed substruc-
tures as independent point masses, which we believe is
an excellent approximation for subhalos far away from
lensed images. We note that our approach can straight-
forwardly be generalized to clustered and extended
substructures if we compute the theory covariance
matrix as
Cijsub ∝
Z
d2r
Z
d2r0KiðrÞKjðr0ÞhκsubðrÞκsubðr0Þi; ð57Þ
where the kernels Ki and Kj depend on which linear
lensing quantities are being used. We note that in the
point-mass limit the above expression reduces to
Eq. (52). Therefore, we can see that, in the general
case, we are really probing the ensemble-averaged two-
point correlation function of the distributed substructure
convergence field. This two-point function, which is in
general neither homogeneous nor isotropic, can be
directly measured in N-body or semi-analytic simula-
tions, hence providing a way to assess the importance of
subhalo clustering (the two-halo term) and to test the
accuracy of the point-mass approximation. We leave
such tests to future work.
In the present manuscript, we have focused our
attention on time delay and astrometry perturbations
since these are the lensing observables that are most
sensitive to distributed mass substructures. Expanding our
analysis to include mass substructures near lensed images
would allow the incorporation of magnification informa-
tion into our framework. Together, the relative flux
measurements, positions, and time delays between lensed
images have power to constrain both the local and
distributed substructure populations of a lens galaxy,
given appropriate levels of measurement precision.
Quantifying these precision levels in detail will vary
from system to system and will be the subject of future
work. As an example, in the case of time delays, the
fluctuations caused by distributed substructures are dem-
onstrated to be
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Δt2
p
< 1 day [42], suggesting time delay
precision levels on the order of hours.
One of the main advantages of having an analytical
framework to handle mass substructures is that it allows
efficient exploration of degeneracies between substructure
effects (qsub), on the one hand, and the macrolens (qgal),
its environment (qenv) and possible line-of-sight structures
(qlos) on the other. Exploring and marginalizing over
these degeneracies is important in assessing the sensi-
tivity of current and future data to the detection of a
population of nonluminous mass substructures in the
outskirts of distant galaxies. Such a detection would
confirm a key prediction, or offer a quantitative chal-
lenge, of our current paradigm for structure formation
based on the CDM scenario. The synthesis of all lensing
observables which are sensitive to different combinations
of local and distant substructures, measured with suffi-
cient precision, have the potential to produce a complete
picture of the substructure mass function. The stochastic
millilensing framework developed here is a necessary
step toward this goal.
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APPENDIX A: SUBHALO SCALE AND
TRUNCATION RADII
1. Scale radius
In this appendix, we derive a relation between the total
massMsub of a subhalo and its scale radius rs. Our starting
point is the relation between the maximum circular velocity
inside a subhalo vmax and the radius rmax at which this
velocity occurs [124]
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
rmax
1 kpc

¼ ð0.72 0.25Þ

vmax
10 km s−1

1.47
: ðA1Þ
By the virial theorem, we also have
GMsubð<rmaxÞ
rmax
¼ v2max; ðA2Þ
where G is the gravitational constant and Msubð<rmaxÞ is the subhalo mass enclosed within rmax, which for a smoothly
truncated NFW density profile given in Eq. (13) is
Msubð< rmaxÞ ¼ Msub
4ð1þ xmaxÞτ arctan ðxmax=τÞ − 2xmaxð1þ τ2Þ þ ð1þ xmaxÞðτ2 − 1Þ ln½τ
2ð1þxmaxÞ2
ðx2maxþτ2Þ 
2ð1þ xmaxÞððτ2 − 1Þ ln τ þ πτ − ðτ2 þ 1ÞÞ
; ðA3Þ
where Msub is the total mass of the subhalo given in
Eq. (14), τ≡ rt=rs (where rt is the tidal radius) and
xmax ≡ rmax=rs. We substitute the above expression into
Eq. (A2) and maximize the left-hand side to find the radius
at which the maximum circular velocity occurs. The
resulting equation is not solvable analytically, but for
realistic values of τ, we obtain
xmax ≃ 2.1626

1 −
1
1þ τ2

2
for τ ≳ 7: ðA4Þ
We then substitute the above into Eqs. (A3) and (A2) and
use Eq. (A1) to eliminate vmax from Eq. (A2) in order to
obtain a relation between the scale radius rs and the total
mass of the subhalo Msub

rs
1 kpc

¼ 1.0 0.3

Msub
109 M⊙

0.735
; ðA5Þ
where we have neglected a weak dependence on τ since it
leads to changes that are smaller than the scatter about the
mean.
2. Tidal truncation radius
We use the result of Refs. [125,126] for the tidal
truncation radius rt of a subhalo of mass Msub located at
a distance r3D from the main halo center,
rt ¼

Msub
½2 − d lnMmain=d ln r3DMmainð<r3DÞ

1=3
r3D;
ðA6Þ
where Mmain is the mass of the main lens halo and where
both rt and r3D are radii in three-dimensional space (not
projected). Since the truncation radius is most relevant to the
stochastic lensing signal for subhalos lying close or within
the Einstein radius of the lens, it is sufficient to specify the
mass distribution in the vicinity of the lensed images. It this
work, we focus on power-law mass models which have been
shown to provide good fits to many gravitational lenses. The
projected mass density divided by the critical density for
lensing for these models is given by [132]
κmainðrÞ ¼
1
2

b
r

2−αmain
; ðαmain ≠ 2Þ; ðA7Þ
where b is a length scale closely related to the Einstein radius
of the main lens and αmain is the power-law index of the
density profile. We can deproject this relation to obtain the
3-d mass profile of the main lens
ρmainðr3DÞ ¼
1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
b
Σcrit
Γð3−αmain
2
Þ
Γð2−αmain
2
Þ

b
r3D

3−αmain
; ðA8Þ
where ΓðxÞ is the gamma function. This relation is easily
integrated to obtain Mmainð<r3DÞ, which leads a tidal
truncation radius given by
rt ¼

αmain
2 − αmain
Γð2−αmain
2
Þ
Γð3−αmain
2
Þ
Msub
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
Σcritb2
1=3 b
r3D
αmain
3
r3D;
ðαmain ≠ 2Þ: ðA9Þ
We are generally interested in quasi-isothermal inner density
profiles (αmain ∼ 1) for the main lens halo, which implies that
we generally have
rt ∝ M
1=3
sub r
2=3
3D ðA10Þ
for a subhalo of massMsub located at a distance r3D from the
center of the main lens halo.
APPENDIX B: SPATIAL MOMENTS OF THE
SUBSTRUCTURE DISTRIBUTION
In this appendix, we simplify the structure of the spatial
integral appearing in Eq. (33) using a multinomial expan-
sion. Keeping only the firstNmult multipoles in Eq. (29), the
spatial integral takes the form
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Z
Hd
d2rPrðr; θ;qsubÞðkL · ~OLÞn ¼
Z
Hd
d2rPrðr; θ;qsubÞ

−
XNmult
p¼1
1
rp
½kL · ~Ap cos ðpθÞ þ kL · ~Bp sin ðpθÞ

n
¼ ð−1Þn
Z
Hd
d2rPrðr; θ;qsubÞ
 X
P
pi¼n

n
p1; p2;…; p2Nmult

×
YNmult
t¼1

1
rt
kL · ~At cos ðtθÞ

pt YNmult
s¼1

1
rs
kL · ~Bs sin ðsθÞ

pNmultþs

¼ ð−1Þn
X
∥p∥¼n

n
p

Kp
YNmult
t¼1
ðkL · ~AtÞpt
YNmult
s¼1
ðkL · ~BsÞpNmultþs ; ðB1Þ
where p ¼ fp1; p2;…; p2Nmultg is a multi-index with ∥p∥ ¼
P2Nmult
j¼1 pj, and where the kernel Kp is given by
Kp ¼
Z
Hd
d2rPrðr; θ;qsubÞ

1
r
PNmult
j¼1 jðpjþpNmultþjÞ YNmult
t¼1
cos ðtθÞpt
YNmult
s¼1
sin ðsθÞpNmultþs ; ðB2Þ
and where

n
p

¼ n!
p1!p2!…p2Nmult!
ðB3Þ
is the multinomial coefficient.
APPENDIX C: EDGEWORTH EXPANSION
OF THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION
In this appendix, we perform the Edgeworth expansion
of the characteristic function QdisthNdi in powers of hNdi−1=2.
We start by writing the Cholesky decomposition of the
covariance matrix Csub as
Csub ¼ hNdihm2iΛΛT; ðC1Þ
which is always possible sinceCsub is a symmetric positive-
definite matrix, and where we have pulled out the overall
scaling with the average number of mass substructures and
the second moment of the mass function. We can then
define a new normalized Fourier conjugate variable ~kL as
~kL ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hNdihm2i
q
ΛTkL ðC2Þ
and express the characteristic function as a function of it.
Since the characteristic function ~QdisthNdið ~kLÞ of the normal-
ized variable ~kL is related to that given in Eq. (36) by
~QdisthNdið ~kLÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hNdihm2i
p
jΛjQ
dist
hNdi
 ðΛTÞ−1 ~kLﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hNdihm2i
p

; ðC3Þ
we obtain
~QdisthNdið ~kLÞ ¼
e−
1
2
~kL· ~kLﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hNdihm2i
p
jΛj exp
X∞
n¼3
ð−1Þnhmni
n!hNdin=2−1hm2in=2
×
X
∥p∥¼n

n
p

Kp
YNmult
t¼1
ði ~kTLΛ−1 ~AtÞpt
YNmult
s¼1
ði ~kTLΛ−1 ~BsÞpNmultþs

; ðC4Þ
where we have taken the mean vector u≡ hΔtLi to vanish, but the above result can straightforwardly be generalized to a
nonzero mean values of linear lensing quantities. To make the notation more compact, we define
hði ~kL · ~OLÞni≡
X
∥p∥¼n

n
p

Kp
YNmult
t¼1
ði ~kTLΛ−1 ~AtÞpt
YNmult
s¼1
ði ~kTLΛ−1 ~BsÞpNmultþs : ðC5Þ
We then expand the exponential in Eq. (C4) to obtain the proper Edgeworth expansion of ~QdistanthNdi ð ~kLÞ
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~QdistanthNdi ð ~kLÞ ¼
e−
1
2
~kL· ~kLﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hNdihm2i
p
jΛj

1 −
1
hNdi1=2
hm3ihði ~kL · ~OLÞ3i
3!hm2i3=2

þ 1hNdi
hm4ihði ~kL · ~OLÞ4i
4!hm2i2 þ
ðhm3ihði ~kL · ~OLÞ3iÞ2
72hm2i3

−
1
hNdi3=2
hm5ihði ~kL · ~OLÞ5i
5!hm2i5=2 þ
hm3ihði ~kL · ~OLÞ3ihm4ihði ~kL · ~OLÞ4i
144hm2i7=2 þ
ðhm3ihði ~kL · ~OLÞ3iÞ3
1296hm2i9=2

þOðhNdi−2Þ

: ðC6Þ
APPENDIX D: COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR LINEAR LENSING QUANTITIES
1. General expressions in the presence of circular symmetry
In general, the covariance matrix for linear lensing quantities is given by
Cijsub ¼ hNdihm2i
Z
d2rPrðr; θÞ
X∞
p¼1
1
rp
½AðiÞp cos ðpθÞ þ BðiÞp sin ðpθÞ
X∞
t¼1
1
rt
½AðjÞt cos ðtθÞ þ BðjÞt sin ðtθÞ

; ðD1Þ
where AðiÞp denotes the ith component of the vector ~Ap. In the case of a circular halo with Prðr; θÞ≡ PrðrÞ, the above
expression dramatically simplifies. In the following, we provide convenient expressions for the different entries of the
covariance matrix for the linear lensing quantities. We take the position of image i to be xi ¼ ðri cos θi; ri sin θiÞ,
that of image j to be xj ¼ ðrj cos θj; rj sin θjÞ, and the reference point for the projected lensing potential is
xref ¼ ðrref cos θref ; rref sin θrefÞ. We use the notation ϕðiÞsub to denote the difference in projected potential between image
i and the reference point, that is, ϕðiÞsub ≡ ϕsubðxiÞ − ϕsubðxrefÞ. The covariances for the deflections are given by
hαðiÞsub;xαðjÞsub;xi ¼ hαðiÞsub;yαðjÞsub;yi ¼ hNdihm2i
X∞
p¼0
rpi r
p
jK½2ðpþ 1Þ cos fpðθi − θjÞg; ðD2Þ
hαðiÞsub;xαðjÞsub;yi ¼ hNdihm2i
X∞
p¼1
rpi r
p
jK½2ðpþ 1Þ sin fpðθi − θjÞg; ðD3Þ
where the kernel K½n is given by
K½n≡ π
Z
Rmax
Rmin
drrPrðrÞ
1
rn
; ðD4Þ
where the leading factor of π comes from the angular integration over θ. We give explicit expressions for K½n in the next
subsection for two choices of spatial distributions. The cross terms between deflections and lensing potential are
hαðiÞsub;xϕðjÞsubi ¼ hNdihm2i
X∞
p¼1
rp−1i K½2p
p
ðrpj cos ½ðp − 1Þθi − pθj − rpref cos ½ðp − 1Þθi − pθref Þ; ðD5Þ
hαðiÞsub;yϕðjÞsubi ¼ hNdihm2i
X∞
p¼1
rp−1i K½2p
p
ð−rpj sin ½ðp − 1Þθi − pθj þ rpref sin ½ðp − 1Þθi − pθref Þ: ðD6Þ
Finally, the covariance between projected lensing potential is given by
hϕðiÞsubϕðjÞsubi ¼ hNdihm2i
X∞
p¼1
K½2p
p2
ðrpi rpj cos ½pðθi − θjÞ þ rprefðrpref − rpi cos ½pðθi − θrefÞ − rpj cos ½pðθj − θrefÞÞÞ: ðD7Þ
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2. K kernel for different choices of spatial distributions
We now provide explicit expressions for the spatial
kernel given in Eq. (D4) above.
a. Power-law spatial distribution
We consider the following power-law spatial distribution
PrðrÞ ¼
ηrη−2
2πðRηmax − RηminÞ
; ð0 < η ≤ 2Þ; ðD8Þ
where the case η ¼ 1 corresponds to an isothermal profile,
while η ¼ 2 reduces to the case of a uniform spatial
distribution. For this distribution, the kernel takes the form
K½n ¼
8<
:
ηðRη−nmin−Rη−nmaxÞ
2ðn−ηÞðRηmax−RηminÞ
if n ≠ η;
η
2ðRηmax−RηminÞ
lnðRmaxRminÞ if n ¼ η:
ðD9Þ
b. Cored spatial distribution
In this case, the spatial distribution of substructure is
given by
PrðrÞ ¼

1
2πr2c
1
WðRmax=rcÞ −WðRmin=rcÞ

×
1
ð1þ ðr=rcÞÞ2
;
where WðxÞ ¼ 1
1þ xþ ln ð1þ xÞ; ðD10Þ
and where rc is the core radius. The kernel is then given by
K½n ¼ 1
2
1
WðRmax=rcÞ −WðRmin=rcÞ
×

R1−nmin
rc þ Rmin
−
R1−nmax
rc þ Rmax
þ ðn − 1Þ
n

1
Rnmax
2F1

1; n; 1þ n;− rc
Rmax

−
1
Rnmin
2F1

1; n; 1þ n;− rc
Rmin

; ðD11Þ
where 2F1ða; b; c; xÞ is the ordinary (Gaussian) hyper-
geometric function.
APPENDIX E: TABLES OF USED SYMBOLS
TABLE II. Summary Greek symbols used throughout the manuscript.
Symbol Description
~α Lensing deflection vector
αmain Slope of the main lens galaxy projected density profile
~αsub Deflection vector caused by substructures
αðiÞsub;x x-component of the net deflection caused by substructures at the ith image
β Slope of the subhalo mass function
γc, γs Lensing shear components
γsub Magnitude of shear caused by substructures
δkD k-dimensional Dirac delta function
κ Lensing convergence
κsub Lensing convergence in mass substructures
Λ Upper triangular matrix from the Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix
μsðxÞ Magnification tensor for the smooth lens component, evaluated at position x
ΠðqÞ Prior probability distribution of q
ρðrÞ Three-dimensional density profile
Σcrit Critical density for gravitational lensing
τ ≡rt=rs
ϕ Projected gravitational potential
ϕsub Substructure contribution to ϕ
ϕðiÞsub Projected gravitational potential difference between the ith image and the reference point
Φ1ðxjqÞ PDF of x given q, where x is a single independent random variable
ΦNðxjqÞ PDF of x given q, where x is the sum of N independent random variables
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TABLE III. Summary of roman and scripted symbols used throughout the manuscript.
Symbol Description
a0 Normalization of the subhalo mass function
A Transformation matrix between the linear lensing quantities and the lensing observables
~Ap, ~Bp Vectors of pth-order multipole coefficients
b Approximate Einstein radius of main lens galaxy
csub Vector containing the individual substructure parameters
cð1Þsub Substructure parameters for a single mass clump
Csub Covariance matrix for the linear lensing quantities
Cd Data covariance matrix
d Data vector
Dl, Ds, Dls Angular diameter distances to the lens, to the source, and from the lens to the source
h Projection of r3D along the line of sight
Hd Area occupied by the distributed substructures
kL Fourier variable conjugate to ΔtL
Kp Spatial kernel for multipole expansion
K½n nth-order spatial kernel for the multipole expansion of the substructure covariance matrix
LðxjdÞ Likelihood of theory vector x given data vector d
m Normalized substructure mass ≡Msub=ðπΣcritÞ
M0 Reference mass for subhalo mass function
Mmain Mass of main lens galaxy
TABLE IV. Summary of roman and scripted symbols used throughout the manuscript.
Symbol Description
Mmin Low-mass bound of the subhalo mass function
Mmax High-mass bound of the subhalo mass function
Mmain Mass of main lens halo
MNFW Mass normalization of the NFW profile
Msub Substructure mass
N, hNi Number of mass substructure, average number of mass substructures
Nl, Nd Number of local and distributed substructures
Nimg Number of lensed images
Nmult Maximum number of multipole included in the expansion
~OL Vector of stochastic random variables (≡ΔtL=m)
p Multi-index (vector of multiple indices)
PðxjqÞ PDF of vector x given parameter vector q
Psub PDF for the mass and position of substructures
PMðMsubÞ PDF for the substructure mass
PrðrÞ PDF for the spatial distribution of substructures
qcos, qDM Cosmological parameters, Dark matter parameters
qenv, qlos Lens environment parameters, Line-of-sight structure parameters
qgal Macrolens parameters
qsub Substructure population parameters
q ≡fqgal;qenv;qlosg
q1ðkjqÞ Characteristic function of Φ1ðxjqÞ
qlocal1 , q
dist
1
Local and distributed contribution to q1
QNðkjqÞ Characteristic function of ΦNðxjqÞ
QlocalN , Q
dist
N Local and distributed contribution to QN
r, θ Two-dimensional polar coordinates
r3D Three-dimensional position of subhalo within the lens galaxy
rc Core radius of the substructures’ spatial distribution
rmax Radius where vmax occurs
(Table continued)
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